
inter 2022 11/29-03/02

Kawaii Art Class 

(Tues, grades 3-5, w/ Ms. Naomi): Kawaii is a Japanese 

word meaning "cute" or "adorable. In this class we will 

explore the Japanese kawaii style art form. We will 

explore the shapes and most importantly expressions 

that make up a kawaii creation. Use ink, watercolor 

and other materials to illustrate cute animals, food 

and even your own original kawaii character. 

Legacy Hoops 

(Tues, grades 6-8 w/Legacy Sports): Our 
Legacy Hoops basketball program features 
drills, contests, shooting competitions and 

scrimmages. The program mixes instruction, 
recreation, and competitive basketball 
development into each class. Whether you are 
new to the game or already a hardwood hero, 
this program will fit your basketball needs! 

Each class is $200 

Scholarships are available 

Please ema ii workshops@tcsconnect.org 

with any questions, comments, or requests 

Dungeons and Dragons 

(Wed Grades 3-8 w/ TCS parent) In Dungeons & Dragons, 
the players form an adventuring party who explore fantasy 
worlds together as they embark on epic quests and level 
up in experience. The Dungeon Master (TCS parent, Doug 
Swanson) is the game's referee and storyteller. There's no 
winning or losing in D&D-at least, not in the conventional 
way. Students will learn the fundamental rules of the 
game, how to make their character, and how to manage a 
game for a group of their friends. 

Dynamic Chess 

(Wed Grades K-8 w/ William Aramil): Your child will 
be given a solid foundation in the basics of chess 
and more advanced concepts based on their 
starting level. There will be l hour of chess per week 
(approximately 30 minutes of instruction/discussion 
and 30 minutes of playing). All playing levels are 
welcome, including absolute beginners. 

TaeKwonDo 

(Wed Grades 3-8 w/ Flying V): The art of Taekwondo, a 
total fitness program integrating mind, body and 
spirit. Students will focus on improving basic motor 
skills and developing confidence, self-esteem, 
discipline, respect and focus. Taekwondo uniform 
(Dobok) is optional for this class and may be 
purchased through instructor. Belt testing is offered 
through the Flying V Martial Arts at an additional fee 
to be coordinated directly with Flying V. 

Registration opens at 11/6 at 8:30 am 

and closes at 11/16 at 8:00 pm 

No late registrations 

Kids Project available after classes if 

needed 

Amusement Park Engineering 
(LECO) 

(Thurs, grades 3-8 w/Snapology): We bet your child 

loves going to amusement parks to experience the 

variety of fast, dropping, and spinning rides, but 

have they ever thought about the science that goes 

into building those rides and the people who are 

responsible for designing them? In class, students 

will become engineers of their own amusement 

park rides and will learn the core physics and 

engineering concepts used to make a ride thrilling! 

Anime/Manga Drawing 
& Mixed Media 

(Thurs, grades 6-8 w/Slowfire): Students will improve 

foundational skills in drawing and have fun learning to create 

their own anime characters, as well as draw their popular 

favorites like One Piece, Naruto, Demon Slayer, Dragon Ball, 

HunterxHunter and more! Students with previous experience 

will continue to build on their skills in this small group class. 

Multi-sport Madness 

(Thurs Grades 3-5 w/ Legacy Sports): Join the 

thousands of kids that have made Multi-Sport 

Madness the most popular program at Legacy 

Sports! MSM features variations of traditional gym 

games like relay races, tag, capture the flag, 

dodgeball, soccer, as well as our popular Legacy 

games like Hand Hockey, Illinois Jones and Battleship. 

TO SIGN UP 

STEP 1: Fill out this form 

STEP 2: Pay here 

https://forms.gle/j38iU4MifFTD1JZf8
https://the-childrens-school.square.site

